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Activity scenario summary:
•In this activity we will be learning how to code a 
simple supermarket software program, in which staff 
are able to do the following:

• Add new products to the supermarket,
• Display the product and prices,
• Search for a specific product,
• Delete specific products;
• Calculate the total bill.

For this section, we are 
going to allow the user 
to search for products 
and delete products



Product Search
Product Search:

• Enter the name of a 
product

• Check if it is 
registered on the 
system

• If it is, display the 
name and price of the 
product

Find the finished code for this project here – use this if you get stuck!

https://trinket.io/python/924f27bb00


What will happen…

Find the finished code for this project here – use this if you get stuck!

https://trinket.io/python/924f27bb00


Step 1
Defining a subroutine and getting 
user input…

Ask the user to enter the name of a product and store 
it in a variable.

For this we use the input() statement, which 
allows the user to type in information

First we declare a subroutine - 
subroutines are small blocks of code 
that perform specific tasks



Step 2
Checking our data…

If it is not within the list, print out a message and ask 
the user to try again

Use an IF statement and check if the name the user has 
entered is in the list

IF it is, we find the items position within the list, 
and then display the product name and price



Step 3
Update the menu…

Update the menu so if the user 
enters 4, we call the 
‘productSearch()’ subroutine



Product Delete
Product Delete:

• User enters product 
to remove

• Check if the product 
exists

• Confirm the user 
wants to delete it

• Remove the 
information from the 
lists



What will happen…



Step 1
Defining a subroutine and getting 
user input…

Add an IF ELSE statement to check that there are products to be deleted 
by checking if the length of the products list is greater than 0. If 
there are no products, ask the user to try again later.

Declare a new subroutine – the code in here 
will be responsible for deleting programs



Step 2
Display the products…

Allow the user to enter in a product name and 
then check IF the product exists within the 
products list. 

Create a variable to store the position of the product and then, 
using an input() statement, ask the user whether or not they would 
like to delete the product.



Step 3
Confirm and delete…

Add another IF ELIF ELSE statement. If they 
answered Y, remove the product and product cost 
from the corresponding list and display a 
message to the user

Otherwise, display a message and 
return the user to the menu.



Step 3
Update the menu…

Update the menu so if the user 
enters 4, we call the 
‘productDelete()’ subroutine



You have now ready to 
move onto the advanced 
section!

Find the finished code for this project here – use this if you get stuck!

https://trinket.io/python/924f27bb00

